THE CURRENT FINANCIAL SYSTEM VS CHANGING IT

RE BITCOIN  (A GOOD INVESTMENT - MAYBE SO -  ALTHOUGH THERE IS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THEIR SYSTEM, I'M ADVISED - IT'S NOT THE BEST MOUSE TRAP AS YET)

BUT, HOW ABOUT THE 70 OR 80% OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION THAT HAS NEVER MADE OR RECEIVED A PHONE CALL - LET ALONE A COMPUTER. ????)  SOME IDIOT SUGGESTED BITCOIN AS THE WORLD'S RESERVE CURRENCY.

BUCKY FULLER AND THE FRENCH FUTURIST JACQUES FRESCO (VENUS PROJECT) HAVE IT RIGHT - EVERYTHING NEEDS TO BE FREE

“Humanity is taking its final examination. We have come to an extraordinary moment when it doesn’t have to be you or me. There is enough for all. We need not operate competitively any longer. If we succeed, it will be because of youth, truth & love.”
- Buckminster Fuller

In “A Fuller View, Buckminster Fuller’s Vision of Hope and Abundance for All”
www.BuckyFullerNow.com

THAT GOAL IS EASIER REACHED VIA THE CURRENT SYSTEM AND RELEASE OF THE TECHNOLOGIES.

THIS CHANGE THE CURRENCY THING IS ANOTHER PSYOP  (EXCEPT FOR THE DINAR, DONG ETC.)

RIDICULOUS IN FACT - NOBODY REALLY CARES WHAT BACKS THE MONEY - THEY JUST WANT TO GET IT AND SPEND IT. THEY ARE TRAINED TO DO SO

THE ILLUMINATI HAS SPENT YEARS GETTING US CONNECTED TO THIS SYSTEM, WE NEED TO USE THAT TO OUR ADVANTAGE, NOT THEIRS
IN OTHER WORDS, USE THE FACT MONEY HAS BECOME LIFE BLOOD OF THE WORLD - AT THIS MOMENT - USE THAT LINK, THIS ADDICTION CAN BE USED FOR GOOD. CHANGE THE ADDICTION TO LOVE

SEE HOW THE USE OF MONEY CAN CAUSE A JOYFUL FEELING. THIS ACTUALLY NEEDS TO HAPPEN. TO BREAK THE ADDICTION, WHICH IS FEAR BASED - A MASSIVE PART OF OUR KARMA.

WE NEED JOHNNY APPLESEED WITH MONEY

ACTUALLY GIVING MONEY TO THE POPULACE WOULD BE COUNTER PRODUCTIVE - THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND THAT, AGAIN TRAINING, OVER AND OVER AGAIN. WORK. OR IN THE CASE OF THE WELFARE FOLKS, THAT'S PAPERWORK.

WE HAVE COUNTRIES RUNNING AMOK, GANGS IN THE STREETS, GANGS RUNNING LARGE PARTS OF THE COUNTRY WITH FEAR - YUK.

WHY? MONEY

NOBODY CARES WHAT ITS BACKED BY - THEY ARE RUNNING ANOTHER GAME ON US.

SMOKE SCREEN FOR WHAT THEY REALLY WANT TO DO, ACTUALLY.

HOWEVER, THIS GAME IS QUITE OBVIOUS - HUMANS HAVE BEEN HOOKED ON MONEY FOR 1000s OF YEARS. USED AS A LOOCH PRODUCTION TOOL. MASS STRESS - CHANGE THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM BIG TIME AND OLDER FOLKS WILL BE DIEING FROM THE STRESS.

SOLIDARITY - THE VALUE OF THINGS. THUS, THE VALUE OF ONE’S SELF. MONEY IS OUR LIFE BLOOD AT THE MOMENT. LEAVE IT ALONE, EVERYBODY UNDERSTANDS IT AS IT IS NOW.

USE THAT ADDICTION TO CREATE GOODNESS AND LOVE.

FEED IT UNTIL IT IS NO LONGER AN ADDICTION.

ONE DERIVES GOOD FEELINGS VIA THE PROPER USE OF MONEY - HELPING ONE ANOTHER. AND SUCH WILL BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER. (A BUDDY PUT UP POSTERS OF MOTHER TERESA, DALAI LAMA AND THE LIKE - SIX MONTHS LATER HE INTRODUCED A GIFTING PROGRAM - 260 PEOPLE WORKED IN ONE ROOM AND THEY ALL BECAME GREAT FRIENDS AND DO WONDERFUL JOYFUL WORK) LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE.

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,

FOLLOW DR. EMOTO - SAY I LOVE YOU TO ALL OF YOUR FOOD. AND ALL THINGS REALLY, ITS ALL GOD, CONSCIOUS AND AWARE.

THANKS SEPP

THE SIMPLE ANSWER IS THAT OUR CURRENT FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS STILL THE MARSHALL PLAN, WHICH WORKED EXTREMELY WELL FOR JAPAN AND GERMANY - EH?
SO, GO BACK TO THE ORIGINAL PRECEPTS OF THE MARSHALL PLAN AND AWAY WE GO, IT'S LIKE THE U.S. CONSTITUTION - GO BACK TO THE WAY IT WORKS = NO PROBLEMS. WE THE PEOPLE ARE THE REAL POWER.

OUR CONTROLLERS HAVE HIGH JACKED FINANCE - ILLEGALLY - MAKING IT A LOOSH PRODUCTION SYSTEM, WHICH IS THE WAY IT WORKS NOW. GET RID OF THE CONTROLLERS > THE SYSTEM CAN AND WILL BE - FUN COUPONS!!!

VS MONEY DOES NOT GROW ON TREES (MORE B.S. - APPLES DO AND THEY ARE FOOD AND MONEY.)

OBVIOUSLY, WE HAVE A PLANET TO SAVE - QUITE A BIT BIGGER JOB THAN GERMANY AND JAPAN - THAT TAKES MONEY - THE AMOUNTS OF MONEY AVAILABLE ARE MIND Boggling - HUGE, MASSIVE, GARGANTUAN, GINORMOUS.

NOBODY CARES: IF THE MONEY IS BACKED BY BULLION OR BULL SHIT, JUST SO YOU CAN GET IT AND SPEND IT. ONLY THE CONTROLLED MEDIA CONvinces US THAT THERE IS INFLATION - ANOTHER SHITTY IMAGE, WHICH THEY FOIST ONTO US ALL DAY EVERYDAY.

THERE ARE TWO BASIC KINDS OF MONEY - PRIMARILY USD - THAT ARE ON DEPOSIT WORLDWIDE. FUNDS EARNED IN COMMERCIAL VENTURES AND FUNDS EARNED VIA PAPER TRADING (NO GOODS OR SERVICES PRODUCED). GUESS WHAT - IF EITHER TYPE OF MONEY IS IN YOUR HAND, YOU CAN NOT TELL THE DIFFERENCE - IT ALL WORKS TO BUY THINGS = FUN COUPONS.

OUR CONTROLLERS HAVE ILLEGALLY TAKEN EVEN GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY OUT OF THE SYSTEM IN A NUMBER OF WAYS - BASICALLY KEEPING US ALL BROKE, BUSTED AND DISGUSTED. LOOSH / SHIT FOR THE BUGS - FOR THEM TO EAT AND MAKE SHITTY IMAGES FOR OUR STUPID MINDS TO ACCEPT COLLECTIVELY AND PRESENT TO GOD AS WHAT WE WANT - WHO THEN MANIFESTS THEM FOR US. THEN, SHIT HAPPENS. THIS IS AN ANCIENT SYSTEM - THE WAY THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS USED AT THE MOMENT IS AN EXACT MIRROR IMAGE.

WE CAN CHANGE IT. THE CURRENT FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS WELL DESIGNED TO SAVE THE WORLD. THE REAL WAY THE SYSTEM WORKS IS JUST ACCOUNTING - BANKS HAVE TO BALANCE THEIR BOOKS EVERY NIGHT. THAT IS JUST ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION. TAKE THE CURRENT SYSTEM AND MAKE IT TRANSPARENT = EFFORTLESS. A NO-BRAINER.

THE CURRENT SYSTEM VIA JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES' IDEA THAT ALLOWS THE BANKS AND THE GOV'T TO CONSTANTLY INCREASE THE MONEY SUPPLY HAS BEEN TAKEN AWAY FROM US - ILLEGALLY - THEN THEY PASS LAWS TO PROTECT THEIR POSITION - SEE ATTACHED.

VIRTUALLY ALL OF THE LAWS IN THE ATTACHED ARE ILLEGAL - THEY CURTAIL THE HUMAN RIGHT OF CONTRACT. VERY VERY SIMPLE.

ONE CRYSTAL CLEAR WAY THAT THE CONTROLLERS HAVE STOLEN GOOD MONEY FROM US IS WELL REPORTED BY WALTER BURIEN AND THE CAFR - CERTIFIED ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS OF THE VARIOUS U.S. GOVTs. WALTER HAS FOUND AT LEAST $60 TRILLION IN TAX MONEY THAT "THEY" HAVE SKIMMED OUT OF THE SYSTEM - THAT MONEY HAS BEEN CONVERTED TO PAPER CREDITS THAT ARE DEPOSITED IN THE VAULTS OF MAJOR BANKS, LIKE J.P. MORGAN / CHASE AND THE VATICAN'S BANK OF SIENNA, WHICH IS WHERE THE VATICAN'S REAL MONEY IS.
THIS IS BEING DONE BY THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE GOV'Ts IN THE U.S. I.E. THE TREASURY, MOST STATE GOV'Ts AND EVEN MUNICIPAL GOV'Ts - I'VE RUN INTO A GUY THAT WAS AN ACCOUNTANT FOR THE COUNTY OF SPOKANE, WASHINGTON OF ALL PLACES - HE FOUND $500 MILLION THAT THEY HAD SKIMMED - HE GAVE IT TO WALTER TO CHECK, HE FOUND ANOTHER $10M. https://www.google.com/search?client=gmail&rls=gm&q=BURIEN%20CAFRI

ITS NOT GREED - THEY DON'T SPEND THE MONEY - ITS JUST LOOSH PRODUCTION. AND ALSO ECONOMIC TREASON AGAINST THE PEOPLE.

ALL WESTERN GOV'Ts DO THIS - TELL THE FOLKS IN GREECE, ITALY, IRELAND, BELGIUM, THE U.K., GERMANY - ALL OF EUROPE. MEANWHILE THEIR MEDIA MACHINE TELLS US THAT WE ARE BROKE AND THEY STEAL MORE MONEY FROM US TO BAIL OUT THE BANKS!!!!!!! WE ARE THE VILLAGE IDIOTS OF THE UNIVERSE.

CANCER IS BASICALLY THE SAME THING, ITS EASY TO CURE, "THEY" VEHEMENTLY SUPPRESS ANY REAL CANCER CURE - WHY? LOOSH PRODUCTION. ITS FUNNY - THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY LISTS 72 QUESTIONABLE OR BOGUS CANCER TREATMENTS - EVERY ONE OF WHICH IS BETTER THAN THEIR SYSTEM OF CHEMO AND RADIATION.

SO, A PARTIAL LIST OF THE MONEYS THAT ARE LISTED ON LEDGERS BUT ARE HELD OFF THE BALANCE SHEET OF THE BANKS - THUS, INVISIBLE.

- THE TAX MONEY AS ABOVE
- PROCEEDS OF TRADING ARMS AND DRUGS - THE WESTERN GOV'Ts DO THIS CONSTANTLY - WHERE IS IT?
- OIL MONEY - Ts HAVE BEEN MOVED OFF BALANCE SHEET
- THE OLD OLD TRUSTS - LIKE THE FIRST WORLD TRUST FOUNDED BY PETER THE GREAT - 1000s OF Ts, A GREAT DEAL OF WHICH IS PROPERLY EARNED - ALL SITTING OFF BALANCE SHEET IN THE TRUST DEPTs OF MAJOR BANKS. THIS INCLUDES THE AGA KHAN.
- GAZILLIONS EARNED IN TRADE PROGRAMS AND MOVED OFF BALANCE SHEET - I HAVE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF THIS.
- THE HERITAGE FUNDS BELONGING TO THE CHINESE GOV'T, WHICH ARE COLLECTED INTEREST PAYMENTS ON THE GOLD THAT THEY LENT TO THE WESTERN GOV'Ts THIS GOES INTO THE 1000s OF TRILLIONS - QUADRILLIONS (Qs). I HAVE A REAL $500T PROOF OF FUNDS (NOT WISE FOR ME TO SHARE THAT WITH YA, SORRY)
- HERITAGE FUNDS BELONGING TO THE CHINESE ELDERS - THE DRAGON FAMILIES = BEYOND 1000s Qs - AGAIN, I HAVE SEVERAL PROOF OF FUNDS WITH BUNCHES OF ZEROS.
- GOLD - THE AMOUNT OF GOLD THAT THIS PLANET HAS PRODUCED IS INTO THE MANY MILLIONS OF TONs - WHERE IS IT? HUMANS WERE GENETICALLY MODIFIED TO MINE GOLD FOR THE ANUNNAKI ABOUT 200,000 YEARS AGO.

LOTS OF FUN COUPONS - GIVE IT TO US - IT IS THE FRUITS OF THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE - IT IS OURS. FIRST USE IT TO SAVE THE PLANET.

AND, AS PREVIOUSLY STATED - TURN LOOSE THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, WHICH INCLUDES FREE ENERGY, ENERGY HEALING, ENLIGHTENMENT SEATS, FOOD REPLICATORS, SPACE SHIPS, FLYING PLATFORMS, TELEPORTATION DEVICES, MAGIC WANDS - YOU NAME IT. INSIDE OF 20 YEARS MONEY WILL BECOME PASSE, NOT NECESSARY, EVERYTHING IS FREELY GIVEN BY GOD ANYWAY.

MEANWHILE WE HAVE A NEW SET OF CONTROLLERS THAT WANT TO CHANGE THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM, CANCEL MOST
OF THE ABOVE FUNDS, CONTROL THE AMOUNT OF MONEY EVERYBODY GETS ETC. WE ARE ABOUT TO CHANGE THE OLD SET OF CONTROLLERS FOR A NEW SET OF CONTROLLERS, SIMPLY BECAUSE US IDIOTS ARE BEING SOLD ANOTHER BILL OF GOODS = THAT THE CURRENT FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS THE BANE OF OUR EXISTENCE = A LIE.

OK SEPP?

================================

HERE’S RALPH RING SAYING ALL OF THE SAME THINGS THAT I’VE BEEN TELLING YA AND IT IS VERY GOOD - RALPH AND OTIS CARR REPRODUCED A TESLA TECHNOLOGY - NEAT - WELL WORTH WATCHING 1:48h.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8v3Bsh1E_8Y#t=97
COUNTER ROTATING RINGS WITH MAGNETS (THE ROOT OF MAGNETISM IS LOVE) THEY PRODUCE AN ANU WHICH HAS COUNTER ROTATING SPINS.

THE FREQUENCY OR RESONANCE THAT THEY HIT IS THAT OF AN AMBIENT AETHER, WHICH MEANS THAT THEIR CRAFT WILL WORK A LOT BETTER IF THEY USE THE CUBIT, WHICH HAS TO BE IN HARMONY WITH AN AMBIENT AETHER.

LIKE GRAPHENE IS IN PERFECT HARMONY WITH AN AMBIENT AETHER - JUST LOOK AT ITS PROPERTIES AND YOU’LL KNOW. PLUS ITS SUPER CONDUCTING, ALL SUPER CONDUCTORS ARE IN HARMONY WITH ANY AMBIENT AETHER.

ANTI-GRAVITY IS JUST COMING INTO HARMONY WITH AN AMBIENT AETHER I.E. THE WHICH IS WHAT THE BEES DO - GREBENNIKOV’S CAVITY STRUCTURE EFFECT.  
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/Viktor_Grebennikov_FLYING_PLATFORMS.pdf

RALPH SHOULD PRESENT WHAT HE KNOWS ABOUT THE AETHERS, ALSO. HIS FLYING SHIP OBVIOUSLY COMES INTO HARMONY WITH AN AMBIENT AETHER, WHICH WILL ALLOW HIM TO GO ANYWHERE IN THIS UNIVERSE.

BLESSINGS,
The individual is supreme and finds the way through intuition
- Sepp Hasslberger

MY PET PEEVE

THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM
I'LL PUT IT AS SIMPLY AS POSSIBLE

WE ARE STILL IN THE MARSHALL PLAN DEIVESD DURING THE BRETTON WOODS CONVENTION. FOR THE PURPOSE OF GREATLY EXPANDING THE MONEY SUPPLY, WHICH HAS BECOME AN ART FORM OF MAKING LEGAL (BUT BASELESS) PROFITS IN TRADING PAPER AND TURNING IT INTO MORE AND MORE MONEY. SO, THERE ARE GADDZILLIONS OF PROFITS OUT THERE - THAT, AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED - THESE ARE THE FRUITS OF THE LAND AND BELONG TO THE PEOPLE.

IT'S QUITE OBVIOUS THAT WE ARE GOING INTO A FULL ON DICTATORSHIP OR THE PEOPLE ARE GOING TO STAMP THEIR FOOT DOWN. A CHANGE IS COMING - WE HAVE WORLD'S BEST CHANGE MERCHANT AS THE LEADER OF THE "FREE" WORLD. GOD BLESS HIM, HE IS WAKING UP THE SHEEPLE A LITTLE BIT.

SO, WE ARE GOING TO SEE A POLITICAL CHANGE TO THE ENTIRE WESTERN WORLD AND POSSIBLY BEYOND.

AND THEY WANT TO CHANGE THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM ENTIRELY - THEY ARE EVEN REPROGRAMMING IT NOW. THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY ABOUT THAT:

NOBODY CARES IF THE MONEY IS BACKED BY GOLD OR BULL SHIT, JUST SO YOU CAN GET IT AND SPEND IT.

IN FACT, MAKING A MASSIVE CHANGE TO THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS LOOSH PRODUCING.

I HATE TO SAY IT, BUT ITS THE TRUTH, MONEY IS THE LIFE BLOOD OF HUMAN NATURE AS IT CURRENTLY OPERATES, WHICH IS SERVICE TO SELF VS SERVICE TO OTHERS. AND COMPETITION VS COOPERATION. HOWEVER, FLAWED THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS - CHANGING IT WILL HAVE PEOPLE JUMPING OUT OF WINDOWS.

THE REAL PROBLEM IS THAT THE EARTH IS DYING AND WE NEED TO SAVE IT - THAT TAKES MONEY AND COOPERATION.

AND, AFTER THE POLITICAL CHANGE - RELEASING THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES WILL CREATE MASSIVE PROSPERITY, FREEDOM, JOY ETC.

DO THOSE TWO THINGS SPEND MONEY ON SAVING THE PLANET AND RELEASE THE TECHNOLOGIES - IN 20 YEARS THERE WILL BE NO NEED FOR MONEY - EVERYTHING WILL BE FREE. IT IS ANYWAY. ITS ALL JUST IMAGES.

THE PROBLEM WITH THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS THE CONTROLLERS VIA MONEY THEY CONTROL THE GRANT SYSTEM FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH IN THE UNIVERSITIES. THEY CONTROL THE MEDIA AND THE JUDICIARY - ITS QUITE AMAZING.

GET RID OF THE CURRENT CONTROLLERS I.E. THE POLITICAL CHANGE - THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS VERY LOGICAL AND WORKS QUITE WELL - GRANTED
THERE ARE SOME FLAWS TO BE WORKED OUT - FRANKLY, IF THEY FOLLOWED THE CURRENT LAWS THE SYSTEM IS TRANSPARENT AND EFFORTLESS, AS IT SHOULD BE. EVERYBODY IN IT KNOWS HOW TO DO IT PROPERLY. IT TAKES TRAINING. AND WE NEED THE MONEY TO SAVE THE PLANET.

THUS, FOR A NEW SET OF CONTROLLERS TO COME ALONG AND CHANGE THE LIFE BLOOD SYSTEM - LOOSH PRODUCING - MASSIVE STRESS ETC. ASININE.

AND THAT'S MY PET PEEVE.


Desertification is on the increase - Someone giv...
www.scoop.it
The one video everyone on this planet needs to see. "Humans, over thousands of years, had never been able to deal with Nature's complexity. But we biologists and ecologists had never tackled anything as complex as this. So rather than reinvent the wheel, I began studying other professions to ..."
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• You like this.

Mike Emery https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5YMx031weVw

Australian Land Regeneration - Part One

www.youtube.com

A short documentary about Peter Andrews a former horse breeder using Permaculture land regeneration techniques to rehabilitate his salt affected and degraded...